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Abstract. With greatly improved the efficiency of computing performance, Peer-to-Peer systems
(P2P) have become hot research in recent years. In this paper, we analyze the probability of a peer
to become a seed consisting of all sharing data and resource. Based on the modeled network, a
distributed method for data processing is proposed to more efficiently assign the available resources,
the data delivery traffic is more evenly distributed and fault tolerance property is well achieved.
Introduction
Peer-to-Peer computing systems have become hot research in recent years. As decentralized
architecture, it avoids the drawbacks of conventional client-server model, such as the computation
bottleneck on servers, and therefore greatly improved the efficiency of system computing
performance [1][2]. On receiving various requests in a P2P network, a peer faces the challenge as
how to assign its data and resources [3][4]. For instance, which peer would get service and which
fragment of the shared content would be delivered. An effective data assignment method can lead to
the resource availability increased, and much more fault tolerance when some peers depart.
In this paper, we analyze the probability of a peer to become a seed which is consisting of all
share data and resource. The probability is formalized by the duration time of a peer in a P2P
network modeled by uniform, exponential and normal random variables respectively. Based on the
probability analysis, an innovative data assignment method is proposed to achieve more available
data and resource management, the data delivery traffic is more evenly distributed and fault
tolerance property is well achieved.
System Model

Definition1: A P2P network is denoted as an undirected graph G = (V, E), where each peer such
as u or v , is denoted as a node, u ∈ V , v ∈ V . An edge (u , v) ∈ E represents a bidirectional
communication link between u and v . f s is the size of a shared content.
Definition2: Each node’s current state is denoted as a 6-tuple ( Buu , Bul , Bdu , Bdl , fl , ts ), where B uu
describes the bandwidth used for node u to upload data in F while B ul represents the left
bandwidth, B du shows the occupied bandwidth to download F while B dl means the left bandwidth
for content downloading, fl is the size of the left content, which is denoted by the percentage of f s ,
and t s is the time for a session to content sharing of F when peer u connected in the system.
Node u can not only download file F from other peers but also upload pieces of F concurrently
in a distributed P2P system. The node u with fl = 0 is denoted as a seed due to contain the whole
file F. The seed node only sends data for a particular file F to non-seed nodes. For those nodes
with fl ≠ 0 , they are attempting to derive data fragment to minimize fl and as a source to provide
data to others. A P2P system is shown in Figure 1 for the sharing of a file F among 4 peers. The
network topology represents the request connections in a file sharing session. Along with each node,
an information table provides its current state. For node A, its fl = 0 reveals that A can be treated as
a seed. Nodes B and C are in the data transmission process and part of the content is attained. Node
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D is at the beginning of file downloading because fl is the same as f s .
Suppose that the uploading bandwidth of A is free of occupation (B uu = 0). With the request from
node B and C of sharing of file F, node A can clearly view their tables as in Figure 1. Thus, node A
needs to make a decision how to assign its limited bandwidth for package delivery to peers B and C.
Moreover, peers, such as B and C, face the same problem to handle requests from others. Figure 2
describes the case for n peers (from b 1 to b n ) send their requests as content sharing to peer a in a
P2P distributed system. Peer a is a seed that consists of the entire sharing content. Although a P2P
setting is loosely organized and fully decentralized, a participant can be aware of the configuration
of those peers connecting to it. Hence, peer a in Figure 2 is transparent after message exchange.
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n peers send their requests to a

Probability Analysis
Let B i (i=1,2, …, n) be the event that peer b i becomes a seed. The value of B i is either 1 or 0
where 1 represents the defined event to be true, t i is the time interval from its request to peer a to
fi
the time that B i is true. Thus, we have ti =
. The content obtained by peer b i
min ( Bula , Bdli ) + Bdui
can either from other peers, through a channel by Bdui bandwidth, or from the seed a. The second
path with the source node a has the maximum bandwidth supported by min( Bula , Bdli ) for packet
delivery. fli denotes the content contained by a but not in peer b i . Let Ta , Tbi be the event that peer a,
b i which will last t i time longer respectively. Then B=
Ta ∗ Tbi . In a P2P system, peer a and peer b i
i
can be assumed to be two independent hosts. It follows that Ta and Tbi are two independent events.
Therefore, the probability of event B i to be true can be depicted as
(1).
P=
( Bi ) P (Ta ) ∗ P (Tbi )
Let Xa be the random variable that denotes the time for peer a online. Because peer a has been
in the session for ts a time period, the probability of event Ta to be true is under the conditional
probability case. Hence, we have
P(Ta ) =

P ( X a > t s a + ti )

(2)

P( X a > ts a )

Let X bi be the random variable that denotes the time for peer b i online. From Equation 1 and 2,
we can rewrite P(B i ) as
=
P( Bi )

P( X a > ts a + ti ) P( X bi > ts bi + ti )
∗
P( X a > ts a )
P( X bi > ts b )

(3)

i

Suppose that there are m pieces together for a shared file. They comprise a group
G i {g 1 ,g 2 ,…,g n }. In a session whenever a peer receives any content sharing requests from others, Its
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decision for the shared pieces assignment among all applicants depends on its information table as
peer a in Figure 2. The peer receives n content sharing requests. Those n peers form a group B i
{b 1 ,b 2 ,…,b n }. For a peer b i , part of the resource file is stored in its local storage area. Thus, each
peer bi may have different content request upon the source peer a. Although the topology of a P2P
network is constantly changed, after an initial setting up process for content sharing of a particular
file unit, the network can be treated as a steady state. In other words, the number of peers arrived
equalizes those departed and the network keeps in a balanced situation. Let X be a uniform random
variable to denote the connecting time for a peer on the interval (α , β ) . Its probability density
1
t −α
function is given by f ( x ) =
For a given t ∈ (α , β ) , P( X > t ) =1 − P( X ≤ t ) =1 −
. Thus
β −α
β −α
=
P( Bi )

b − t s − ti b − t s − ti
∗
− ts
− ts
bb

(4)

bi

a

a

bi

The duration time for a peer stays connecting to a network can be deployed by the exponential
random variable with parameter λ . The arrival and departure of peers comply with a Poisson
process. Each peer is independently and exponentially distributed online for content sharing. The
probability density function for an exponential random variable X is given by f ( x) = λ e − λ x .The
property of the exponential random variable makes that the probability of a peer using another t
time longer does not involve any previous performance. Thus
(5)
P( Bi ) = P( X a > ti ) ∗ P( X b > ti ) = e − λt ∗ e − λt = e −2 λt
Suppose that the connection time for a peer in a P2P system approximately satisfies the normal
distribution with parameters µ and σ 2 . Let X be the modified normal random variable to
represent the duration time of a peer and the probability density function can be represented as
2
1
e − ( x − µ )/σ Thus, we have
following f ( x) =
2πσ
2
2
t − ( x − µ ) /σ
1
(6)
P( X > t ) =1 − P( X ≤ t ) =1 −
e
dx
2πσ ∫0
i

i

i

i

Data Assignment Method
A data assignment method based on probability in P2P network is proposed as follow,
1. Let the pieces of content requested by peer b i constitute the group Pi { p1 , p2 , …, pn }
2.

f ( Bi ) =Extract node (B)
f (Gi ) =Extract block (B)

3.
4. Block g i is sent to peer bi from the source peer a with bandwidth B= min( Bula , Bdli )
5. The selected peer has the maximum value of B i among the group, which is defined in
Equation 3.
6. The value of P(B i ) can be calculated by Equation 4,5 or 6 according to the employed
network modeled by uniform, exponential and normal random variables respectively for the
duration time of a peer
7. After the decision of peer b i to be the one served, the block among Gbi requested in peer a
is removed and assigned to G i .
8. Compared with other blocks in the group Gbi , G i has the maximum number of peers that
would like to copy it.
Whenever a peer has part of content available, our method can be performed inside the peer. It
ends when all its outgoing channel bandwidth consumed. Two functions are conducted to select the
right peer as the receiver and the block to be sent. In the method, the peer that has the high
probability to become a potential seed gets service firstly, which is implemented by the function
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of f ( Bi ) . The maximum bandwidth for data transfer is min( Bula , Bdli ) . The block of content to be
copied firstly is the one most popular requested. If there is still some abundant Bula left, another
loop of peer and block selection is executed.
Conclusions
When more peers containing the whole file, the P2P system is more stable because the data
delivery traffic is evenly distributed and fault tolerance property is well achieved. In this paper, a
novel method solving the peer and the piece of content selection problem is proposed in order to
maintain more available seeds. The peer with a higher probability to become a potential seed has
the priority to be firstly served. The piece of content that has been mostly requested will be
delivered first. The ongoing work is to use this model and the method in resource management of
grid environment.
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